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Dear CalOES,  

 

The South Bay Cities Council of Governments (SBCCOG) writes to express our support for the Water 

Replenishment District’s (WRD) Local Hazard Mitigation Plan (LHMP). The SBCCOG applauds 
WRD for taking initiative to assess natural hazards that pose a risk to resources and facilities managed 

by WRD. The draft LHMP identifies natural hazards that can impact more than 4 million people who 

live in WRD’s boundaries and offers comprehensive strategies on how to mitigate these risks.  

 

Climate change is creating enormous global challenges for the delivery of life-giving water. WRD’s 

proposed LHMP clearly identifies risks associated with climate change in WRD’s service area. 

Utilizing effective visualizations through maps and data tables, WRD clearly illustrates how droughts, 

climate change, floods, earthquakes, and wildfires may negatively impact resources WRD manages. 

The report also incorporates data from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 

CalFIRE, the US Geological Survey (USGS) to demonstrate the severity of threats natural disaster may 
pose to WRD’s operations.  

 

WRD offers comprehensive strategies on how to prepare for potential environmental natural disasters 

and hazards in Section 5 of the proposed LHMP. Engineers and technical staff regularly review 

potential hazard risks and determine how WRD’s facilities and infrastructure must be addressed to 

mitigate these risks. This includes the use of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

system to employ regular infrastructure upgrades.  

 

Most impressively, WRD has a plan to combat drought through its Water Infrastructure for All (WIN 
4 All) plan. WIN 4 All is an initiative to partner with regional agencies to store up to 450,000-acre feet 

of water in available groundwater storage. WRD will reach this goal by collaborating with stakeholders 

to increase the regional supply of recycled water, which can be stored in the groundwater basins and 

improve drought resiliency.  

 

Support from governmental institutions is key to developing effective hazard mitigation plans. We are 

in support of WRD’s proposed LHMP and believe this plan will mitigate natural threats to the 

groundwater supply in WRD’s service area.  

 

For any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at (310) 371-7222 or 
jacki@southbaycities.org. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

Jacki Bacharach 

SBCCOG Executive Director  
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